Fall 2015

**Feminist Studies**
FMST 200/Feminist Theories/Dent
FMST 203/Feminist Pedagogies/Aptheker

**History**
HIS 200/Methods and Theories/Deutsch
HIS 217/Critical Conversations in Native American History/Lonetree
HIS 230B/Engendering China/Honig
HIS 280A/History Graduate Promseminar: Research/Peterson
HIS 280B/Presentations and Grant Writing/Peterson

**History of Consciousness**
HISC 237A/Historical Materialism/Balakrishnan
HISC 242A/Violence and Phenomenology/Marriott
HISC 275/Sovereignties/Marriott

**Literature**
LIT 200/Proseminar/Gillman
LIT 201/The Pedagogy of Literature/Teaching Assistant (Graduate Director, supervisor)
LTCR 271/Writing Workshop/Wilson, Ronaldo
LTCL 202/20th and 21st Century US Poetry: Comparative Approaches/Chen
LTFR 230/131/Topic: Marie de France/Kinoshita*
LTSP 230/Citiscapes/Klahn
LTWL 209/Topics in Cultural Studies: Systems Theory in Art and Literature/Selden
*Fulfills pre-1750 requirement

**Philosophy**
PHIL 290S/Philosophy of Science/Otte
PHIL 290P/Major Figures in Contemporary Philosophy: Wittgenstein/Dinishak

Winter 2016

**Feminist Studies**
FMST 201/Feminist Methodologies/Arondekar

**History**
HIS 201/Directed Research Seminar/Brundage
HIS 202/Practicing World History/O’Malley
HIS 204A/History of Gender Research Seminar/Westerkamp
HIS 230C/Readings in 20th Century China/Hershatter

**History of Consciousness**
HISC 217/Critical Human Rights Theory(New)/Meister
HISC 242B/Violence and Phenomenology/Marriott
HISC 261/Modern Intellectual History/Balakrishnan
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Literature
LTCR 270/Methods and Materials: Creative Non-Fiction/Perks
LTMO 270/Narrative Theory/Jordan
LTMO 280/Race and Space: Theories of Racialization in Global Context/Bell
LTSP 2xx/LTMO 2xx/Latinos in a Global Perspective: New Americanisms/Poblete
LTWL 209/Topics in Cultural Studies: History, Trauma, Memory/Cooppan

Philosophy
PHIL 202/Topics in Ancient Greek Philosophy: Stoic Ethics/Bowin
PHIL 290/TBD/Guevara

Spring 2016

Feminist Studies
FMST 202/Disciplining Knowledge, Graduate Research/Atanasoski
FMST 214/Feminist Science Studies/Barad

History
HIS 204C/Colonialism, Nationalism and Race Research Seminar/Porter
HIS 210A/Readings in U.S. History/Westerkamp
HIS 251B/Reading in Modern European History: Empire/Matera
HIS 229/World of Labor in Asia/Shaikh *(New)

History of Consciousness
HISC 216/DuBois/Porter
HISC 285/Political Theology(New)/Meister

Literature
LTFR 2xx/134/French Literature Outside France: Littérature d’expression française des Caraïbes/Godzich
LTMO 280/LTGE 2xx/Aesthetic Theories from Lessing to Luhmann/Bivens
LTSP/LTMO 2xx/The Conquest through the Eyes of Fact and Fiction*/Aladro
LTWL 209-01/Topics in Cultural Studies: Contemporary Marxist Criticism/Connery
*Fulfills pre-1750 requirement

Philosophy
PHIL 231/Epistemology/Ellis
PHIL 290O/Major Figures in the History of Philosophy: Kant’s Critique of Judgment/Matherne